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The Grafcet is a tool for lhe modelling of logical system
behaviour. Two French standards [UTE 93], [AFN 95] and an
intemational one [lEC 91] define in a textual shape elements of
lhe Grafcet syntax and describe its evolution rules ; some
examples of these roles are represented on schemata showíns
the evolution of some typical grafcets in different cases. <>

Unfortunately each one of these standards includes some lacks
and ambiguities in lhe definition of the concepts (identification

ABSTRACT. This paper presents a meta-mo dei of lhe Grafcct
tool the aim of which is to improve its formalisation. This
meta-model is described with an enriched Entity - Relationship
formalism. After having describcd this forrnalism, we show
how to build lhe meta-modelo The Grafcet basic concepts and
lhe links between them are detailed. This meta-model enables
to formalise lhe Grafcet syntax and to fill lhe ambiguities due
to the use of the naturallanguage in the standards and reference
books describing lhe Grafcet. It can also be a basic model for
the data structure of tools supporting Grafcet designo

RESUME. Cet article présente un m éta-rnodêle du Grafcet
dont I'objet est d'en améliorer la formalisation. Ce méta-modêle
est décrit au moyen d'un formalisme Entité - Relation enrichi.
Aprês avoir décrit ce formalisme, nous montrons comment
construire le méta -modêle visé. Nous mettons en évidence les
concepts de base du Grafcet et les Iiens entre ces concepts. Ce
méta-modêle permet de formaliser précisément la syntaxe du
Grafcet et d' éliminer les imprécisions dues à la description en
langage naturel utilisé dans les normes et ouvrages de r éférence
décrivant le Grafcet. TI peut également servir de base pour la
structure de donn ées d'outils d'assistance à une conception
utilisant le Grafcet. "
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of a transition, links between steps and actions, ...).
Furthermore, lhe scope of these standards (number of concepts
and accuracy of concepts definitions) is not lhe same, which is
an other source of ambiguity. This situation induce different
interpretations of this modelling tool, which is contrary to lhe
wishes of the original Grafcet designers and harinful to an
approach of integrated engineering of automated systems.

From our point of view, these lacks and ambiguities come
mainly from the only textual definition of concepts. Some
attempts have been made in order to solve these problems by
using forrnalisms enabling accurate definitions of the Grafcet
concepts [LHO 93]. We intend to try and improve lhe Grafcet
formalism by proposing more formal definitions elaborated
with meta-modelling techniques. This meta -modelling process
is useful iri Automation Engineering and Software Engineering,
fields in which a correct formalisation of lhe functional,
informational and behavioural modelling tools is necessary
[DEN 89], [MOR 91], [DEN 92], [STE 93], [REV 95],
[pIE 96].

A meta-model of lhe Grafcet tool enables a precise definition
of the syntax, that means the set of the concepts and lhe links
between these concepts, and a description of the evolution
roles . In the first case, we try and elaborate a static meta-model
; in lhe second case, a dynarnic meta -model, taking into
account evolutions, is searched. In this paper, the presentation
is Iimitcd to a static meta-model ; for a global definition of lhe
Grafcet, this meta-roodel has to be completed by the formal
definition of lhe evolution roles, as described for example in
[APC 83], [FRA 87], [BON 94], [LHO 94], [BIE 96].

In order to precise lhe vocabulary, we first give the definition
of meta-model , Model and model, some examples are given for
lhe Grafcet too1. We call Model a set, a priori consistent and
complete; of concepts, association rules of these concepts and
interpretation rules, A model is a structure built by association
of occurrences of lhe Model concepts ; the interpretation rules
described in the Model enabIe lhe construction and lhe reading
of the models. In our case, the Model is the Grafcet, with its
syntax and its evolution roles (enabling the models
interpretation). Every grafcet is a model of lhe wished
behaviour of a logical system defincd previously.
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Figure 1. Representation of the basic concepts of the
modelling tool

Note:

The relationship types are sornetimes given a reference Rxx to
rnake easier their notation.

1, this paper we introduce the forrnalism chosen to express the
meta-model ; then we show in what way this forrnalism enables
to improve the definition of the Grafcet concepts by building
step by step its meta-mode!. The conclusion indicates the
possible applications of the work and the evolution
perspectives.
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A meta-model is a representation in a suitable formalism of the occurrence of the entity type can only appear once. These
concepts and roles of the Model, This forrnalism replaces the attributes are then called identifiers (there are preceded by a #) .
naturallanguage to define the discourse universe ; in our case, role
the discourse universe is the Grafcet Mode!. So a meta-model
is a model of the Model.

In the meta-modelling approacli, the choice of the forrnalism
used to describe the meta-model is important. This forrnalism
must be accurate enough and have an expression power
sufficient to describe the structural characteristics of the
Mode!.

2 THE MODELLlNG TOOL USED FOR THE
DESCRIPTION OF THE META-MODEL 2.2 Extensions

Only the extensions used in the meta-model are described.

Figure 3. Representatíon of a constraint C 00 relationships

Figure 2. Representation of a constraint C 00 roles .
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2.2.1 Constraints on roles
A constraint on roles expresses existence conditions of an
occurrence of an entity type with regards to its participation to
occurrences of several relationship types.

2.2.2 Constraints on relatlonships
A constraint on relationships expresses existence conditions of
occurrences of ·relationship types, what means the existence
conditions of a couple of occurrences of entity types with
regards to its participation to occurrences of several
relationship types.

Symbol Name Definition
C

Cf)
Totality Eaeh oeeurrcnee of lhe Entity Typel must be linked
eonstraint to at least one oceurrcnce of one of the two
on roles eonsidcred relationship types ,
ExcIusion Each oceurrcnee of lhe Entity TypeJ ean be linked

® eonstrnint to eilher one oceurrcnce of lhe relationship type wilh
on roles the Entity Typeê, or to one occurrence of lhe

reJationship type wilh lhe Entity Typeê , but not lo
both of lhem.

The meta-model built in this paper is a conceptual data mode!
described with a modelling toei named OMD-GA for "Outil de
Modélisation des Données pour le Génie Automatique", what
means Data Modelling Tool for Automation Engineering
[LAM94].

2.1 Basic concepts
The modelling tool is based on the concepts of entity type and
relationship type [CRE 76]. Ao entity type gathers the entities
(elements of the discourse universe) of the same nature and
having the same properties . A relationship type gathers the
relationships (semantic links between the entities) of the same
nature and having the same properties ; these links are
specified by roles. The cardinalities limit the number of times
an occurrencc of an entity type can be linked to a given
relationship type. Moreover the entity types and the
relationship types are characterised by attributes representing
their elementary properties. Aniong the attributes associated to
an entity type, one or several of thern characterise that an

This toei is based on . the Entity - Relationship formalism
[CRE 76]. The aim of that kind of modelling toei is the
representation of a discourse universe regardless of any
implementation constraint.

Since the origin of the modelling tool [BAS 89], [pER 89], the
object way has been let apart because the model designers was
only interested in the structural aspect of the systems ; they did
not consider the dynamic description.

Nevertheless some object modelling constructs have been
introduced to answer the Automation Engineering specific
needs. The modelling toei OMD-GA is an extension of the
basic Entity - Re1ationship forrnalism; the extensions consist
in the specialisation - generalisation and a particular
relationship type for identification: the aggregation relationship
type. Within the framework of the BASE-PTA model
standardisation [AFN 96], other extensions stemming from the
studies of some formalisms of the same type [HAB 88],
[ROC 88], [MOR 94], especially constraints on roles and on
relationships, and explicit constraints have been introduced.
These constraints improve the expression power of the original
modelling tool ,
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SvmbolC Desiznation Definition
Exclusion Each couple of occurrences

® constraint on of entity types (Entity
relationships Type l, Entity Type2) can

not be linked to an
occurrence of both
relationship types.

2.2.3 Aggregation relationship type
The aggregation relationship type is a particular relationship
type enabling to specify that an entity type is identified by
another one. The identified entity type is called 'aggrcgated
entity type, lhe identifying entity type is called aggregating
entity type. The relative identifier term replaees the absolute
identifier termo Each occurrence of the aggregated entity type
(Entity Type2) is identified by an occurrence of lhe
aggregating entity type (Entity Typel) and by its relative
identifier IdenR2 (see Figure 4). ,

Entity
Typel

#JdenR2

Figure 4. Representation of ao aggregation relationship
type

2.2.4 Explicit constraints
As for constraints on roles or cardinalities, lhe explicit
constraints affect occurrences and aim to specify some
properties of the discourse universe that can not be represented
with other constraints. The defined constraints are described
with a declarative language based on the predieate ealculus
[KLE 71].

We describe more precisely the constraints enabling to
formalise scope rules (manipulation rules) between
occurrences of entity types.

Let us introduce a function labelled ':R lhe definition set of
which is the set of lhe couples (Ri, e) defined on lhe Cartesian
product of lhe set of lhe relationship types and the union of the
parts (within lhe meaning of lhe theory , of sets) of lhe
occurrences ofeach entity type, so that e is a subset of lhe
occurrences of one of lhe two entity types (called entity type
source) linked to lhe relationship type Ri. ':R gets a couple (Ri"
ejand sends back lhe set of the occurrences of lhe other linked
entity type (called entity type target) of the relationship type
Ri, these occurrences being linked to an element of e by an
occurrence o(Ri.

For example, let us formalise lhe scope mies between the
elements of a program (see Figure 5). Our aim is to specify that
a function (modelled by lhe entity type FCT) can only
manipulate (modelled by lhe relationship type R3) a software
variable (modelled by lhe entity type SV) if this function is
defined in (modelled by the relationship type R2) lhe program
(modelled by the entity type PRG) in which the variable is
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declared (modelled by lhe relationship type RI). We can note
that this scope mie is a condition of membership of a set, what
is often found .

?J
InstaatiatloD

Figure 5. Model and instanced models: examples of explicit
constraints

The different elements represented on lhe instanced model
(Figure 5) are:

the occurrences of entity types represented by:

a big rectangle containing the values of lhe identifiers,

a small rectangle (on the bottom right of lhe big rectangle)
containing lhe abbreviation of lhe instaneed entity type,

lhe oceurrenees of relationship types represented by:

a diamond eontaining lhe reference (Rxx) of lhe instaneed
relationship type,

the ares linking these occurrences to lhe oecurrenees of lhe
source and target entity types.

To specify that lhe relationship type R3 can only be instanced
between two occurrences of lhe entity types FCT and SV if
these occurrcnces are linked to a same occurrence of lhe type
entity PRG respeetively by an occurrence of the relationship
type R2 (for FCT) and by an occurrence of lhe relationship
type RI (for SV), an explicit constraint is defined: .

v X E FCT, V Y E SV • (R3(x, y)) => (':R(R2, {x}) =':R(Rl,
{y})) in which:

• E means "denotes ao occurrence of lhe type" and • means
"so that",

• the predicate R3(x, y) denotes the existence of an
occurrence of lhe relationship type R3,

• lhe equality in lhe second predicate is an equality between
sets.

Let us apply this constraint to these two occurrences of a model
(see Figure 5):

• case 1: ':R(R2, {(FCT, fonc)}) = {(PRG, prg)} = ':R(Rl,
{(SV, var)n, lhe proposition corresponding to the second
predicate is true, so lhe relationship type R3 .can be
instanced between the oecurrences of entity types (FCT,
fone) and (SV, var).

• case 2: (':R(R2, {(FCT, fonc)}) = {(PRG, prgI)});t: (':R(RI.
{(SV, var)}) = {(PRG, prg2)}), lhe propos ition
corresponding to the second predicate is false, lhe



of the Grafcet concepts3.2.2
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relationship type R3 ean not be instaneed between lhe speeifieation or design of a Iogieal system, what implies that
oecurrenees of entity types (FCT, fone) and (SV, var). every entity type must have a IabeI, a definition and an

identification mechanism. The first two items have been
pointed out from the mentioned standards and from the book
[BOU92a].

As an oeeurrence of an entity type is identified by the couple
(label of lhe type, value of the identifier of the oeeurrence), lhe
function 9t is written down:

Notes:

':R(reference, {(abbreviation, occurrencejdentifier, value)}), in
which:

reference denotes lhe referenee of the eonsidered relationship
type,

A global grafeet (GG) describes lhe behaviour of a. logical
system.

A step (ST) charaeterises an invariant behaviour of a part or of
lhe whole considered logical system.

abbreviation denotes the abbreviation of lhe considered entity
type,

occurrencejdentifier, value denotes a value of lhe identifier of
lhe oecurrences of lhe entity type.

Moreover a shortened notation ean be used in the ease of
aggregated entity types to write down lhe relative identification
of their oeeurrenees:

<oeeurrencc_identifier> ::= { -caggregatingentitytype Iabel>
' , }

<relative_identifier>

3 PRESENTATION OF THE GRAFCET
META-MODEL

An aetion (AC) is associated to a step and defines what must
be done eaeh time the associated step is activated.

A transition (TR) expresses lhe evolution ability between
several steps by following a directed Iink . This evolution is
realised by the clearing of the transition what implies a ehange
in lhe step aetivity.

A reeeptivity (RE), also called transition condition, is a logical
proposition associated to a transition ; it ean either be true or
false .

A eonnected grafeet (CG) is a grafcet (what means here a set
of steps and transitions) so that it always exists a continuous
path between two elements (step or transition). We will show
latter in this paper that the definition of this eoncept is toa
weak (aecording to us) and ean be diseussed.

3.1 Method and hypotheses
The meta-model aims at deseribing lhe Grafeet diseourse
universe; the following steps, usually used during the
eoneeption of a eoneeptual data model, are proposed:

definition of the entity types ,

A partial grafeet (pG) is defined as a set of several eonneeted
grafeets. As we disagree with lhe notion of eonneeted grafeet,
too topological and not enough. structuring, we ehoose to
define in this paper lhe partial grafeet as a subset of a global
grafcet whose aim is lhe description of the behaviour of a
logical subsystem ; so that we provide lhe partial grafcet with a
structuring nature .

ehoice of an identifieation mechanism for each entity type
(absolute or reiative identification),

defmition of lhe simple relationship types,

definition of the constraints on roles and on relationships, and
of lhe explicit cons traints,

definition of the attributes (non identifiers) of lhe entity types
and of the relationship types.

The proposed meta-model is a data coneeptual model of a
grafcet in its finale version, what means that lhe meta-model
does not represent a grafcet during its designo

The meta-model does not depend on any treatment. To ensure
its consistency, we must check that every objeet (entity type,
relationship type, attribute, ...) can not be dedueted from any
treatment of other objeets. This ensures information are not
duplieated during the ereation of lhe modeIs, what eould
introduee ineonsistency during these models update.

3.2 Entity types

3.2.1 Objectives
The relevant entity types for a grafcet description are defined in
this chapter, these are all the objeets involved in an aetivity of

A maero-step (MS) is lhe only representation of an unique set
of steps and transitions, this set is ealled expansion of the
macro-step.

An externai variable (EV) is a Boolean variable charaeterising
lhe system whieh behaviour is described by the global grafeet.
These variables eorrespond to the system inputs and outputs .

An internai variable (IV) is a Boolean variable charaeterising
the state (activity) of a step. This limitation of the notion of
internal variable to lhe only variable of step can be seen as
restrictive, but it is in aecordanee with the one of [AND 94].

3.3 Identification mechanisms

3.3.1 Objectives

The designer of a model (and more especially of a grafcet, in
this paper) has to manipulate objects, so he must be able to
point out without ambiguity eaeh of these objects. Moreover
this identifieation of eaeh objeet must be consistent with the
usual roles or eonventions (lhe model must be as accurate as
possible to lhe objeet it represents) . That is the reason why lhe
choice of an identification mechanism is of a great importance.
The chapter concerning lhe modelling tooI explains that an
entity type could either have an absolute identifier, or a reiative
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one (modelled by an aggregation relationship type). Let us
define an identification hierarchy for lhe Grafcet objects,

Figure 6.ldentification ofthe entity types

The following chapters deal with lhe problem of the
identification of the entity types and demonstrate that some
definitions ofthe grafcet model are still, according to us,
inaccurate and even non-exístent,

3.3.2 Gl.obal grafcet and system
By definition a global grafcet describes the behaviour of a
logical system, it must be identified with regards to this system .
Moreover this grafcet corresponds to a particular point of view
on the system (aim of the grafcet designer), for examp le
graf cet of the wished behaviour of the machine 100. So lhe
entity type global grafcet is identified through an aggregation
relationship type by an entity type system (SY) . This entity
type represents the system which behaviour is descríbed. The
relative identifier of the entity type global grafcet is lhe point
of view of lhe grafcet designer (command, working ways, "0) '

Mcta-model

Figure 7. Identification of the global grafcet

3.3.3 Partial grafcet

Every partial grafcet is defined with regards to the global
grafcet to which it belongs ; that means to lhe set of the
occurrences of the entity type partial grafcet. Two partial
grafcets can have the same label if they do not belong to lhe
same global grafcet. Then lhe entity type partial grafcet is
aggregated to lhe entity type global grafcet. This constraint is
important since the partial grafcet is in an explicit way defined
with regards to the global grafcet, and no more as a gathering
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of connected grafcets. We express this constraint through an
aggregation relationship type. It is quite interesting to note that
this point of view is not inconsistent with lhe definition of lhe
partial grafcet as a way to deseribe the behaviour with a given
structuratíon criterion. .

3.3.4 Connected grafcet
In aeeordance to lhe structuration principle, lhe connected
grafcet is defined as a component of a partial grafcet. The
entity type connected grafcet is aggregated to lhe entity type
partial grafcet. The relative identifier of lhe entity type
connected grafcet can be lhe result of a particular structuration,
for example the label of a task (FRO 93]. Nevertheless as lhe
meaning of this reIative identifier is difficult to define, it is just
replaeed by a label.

3.3.5 Macro-step
The same reasoning as for lhe entity type conneeted grafcet is
available for lhe identifieation of the entity type macro-step.
Nevertheless in praetieal uses macro-steps are designed by an
alphanurnerieal referential Mxx to shorten their meaning. These
referentials (designations) are bijeetive to their meaning, for
example, M3: Building-up of a set of rods. 80 lhe referential
and its meaning are equivalent in a formal point of view. The
meaning is considered as lhe label (identifier) of lhe entity type
macro-step.

3.3.6 Step and transition
The identifieation of the entity type step could be done relative
to either lhe entity type eonnected grafeet or the partial grafeet
one, As the step characterises lhe whole system or a part of it,
we ehoose to aggregate lhe entity type step to the entity type
partial grafcet anel lhe numcrical referential of lhe step is the
relative identifier. By the same lhe transitions characterise lhe
evolution of lhe whole considered system or a part of it ; so lhe
entity type transition is aggregated to the entity type partial
grafcet.

To distinguish an initial step, one just needs to add a Boolean
attribute initial to lhe entity type step.

3.3.7 Action and receptlvity
An action (respeetively a receptivity), for example put out jack,
can occur several times in a same partial grafcet ; the actions
are associated to lhe steps (respectively the receptivities to lhe
transitions). In order to distinguish the actions (respectively lhe
receptivities) the entity type action is aggregated to lhe entity
type step (respectively lhe entity type receptivity to lhe entity
type transition). The entity type action can be identified by its
content ; so a step can not be linked to several equal actions
(lhe standards and books do not explain this). As on1y one
receptivity can be associated to a transition (cardinality 1.1),
lhe receptivity has no specific identifier. Formally the entity
types receptivity and transition could be gathered in one entity
type.

To insure lhe proposed model is consistent, lhe content of lhe
receptivities and actions are to be formalised ; lhe Conway
diagrams or lhe Backus-Naur Form could be used.



Figure 9. Communícation between the entity types

Use of lhe relationship types RII and RI2

To give an example, the following schema (see Figure 10)
shows parts of grafcets whose occurrences schemata are typical
structures [BOU 92a) .

3.3.9 Use of the identification of the main entity
types

To give an example , the following schema shows a part of a
global grafcet (command of the workshop WSI) and the
corresponding occurrences schema. The decomposition of the
second partiaI grafcet (machine too12) in occurrences of the
entity types PG, ST, TR, AC and RE, and the identification of
each occurrence are describcd. In this occurrences schema, the
occurrences of the entity types are referenced by the
abbreviation of the label of their type and by its identifier (or
its content for the type receptivity). The occurrences of the
relationship types are referenced by the label of their type and
by the occurrences of linked entity types.
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3.3.8 Externai variable
The externaI variable characterises the described system ; so it
is identified by it. The internaI variable characterises the state
of a step. So the entity type externaI variable is aggregated to
the entity type system and the entity type internaI variable is
identified with regards to the entity type step. In the case of the
entity type externaI variable, its label is its reiative identifier ;
the entity type internaI variable and the entity type receptiv ity
have no specific identifier . Their label is sometimes given but
is formally useless (in the model we propo se it is only a
reference, as it is for the content of the macro-step).

Figure 8. Example ofidentification

3.4 Simple relationship types
The definition of the simple relationship types enables to
express the communication links between grafcet objects, that
is the sharing of data (by variables) and lhe d épendencies
(explicit commands and inter-dependencies of state) .

3.4.1 lntra- connected gnlfcet communication
The proposed meta-model is not yet complete. Even if each
step and each transition are completely identified, we can not
define what step follows what transition and what transition
follows what step. The grafcet sequentiai structure is not
described. The links representing the grafcet connectivity
(expressed by the strueture of the conneeted grafcets) have to
be defined. These links charaeterise the links intra- connected
grafeet. The defined relationship types (Rll and R12) are
caIled communication infra- connected grafcet relationship
types. They eharacterise the directed links step - transition. The
cardinalities O.N mean that a step can come before (can follow)
Oor several transitions (and the same for the transitions with
regards to the steps).

Figure 10. Examples oftypical structures

These schemata describe oceurrences of the entity types ST
and TR, and oceurrences of the relationship types RII and
RI2. The relationship type RI2 eharacterises lhe directed link
transition - step and the relationship type RI I characterises the
directed link step - transition. To describe lhe alternation step -
transition that characterises the execution cornmand, one only
needs to use the relationship type RI2 for a transition coming
before a step and lhe relationship type RII for a step coming
before a transition. This linear structure is caIled sequence.

The AND divergence enables to define that sequentiaI
treatrnents (sequences) are done simultaneously. It is
eharacterised by a transition coming before several steps ; lhe
relatio nship type R12 is used to model this structure. The OR
convergence is eharacterised by a step following severaI
transitions. The relationship type R12 is used to model this
strueture.

Note:

The representations of the AND convergence and of the OR
divergenee are modeIled by using the relationship type RIl.
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'ti x E AC, 'ti y E ST. (RI4(x, y)) => (9t(R2, 9t(R5, {y})) =
9t(R2, 9t(R5, 9t(R7, {x}))))

Example of the constraint concerning forcing

The following example describes the forcing of a partial
grafcet by another partial grafcet.

defined between the two relationship types Rl7 and R18. Ao
action can not both be an internal forcing action and modify an
externai variable. So an exclusion constraint on roles is added
between the entity type action and the roles it is linked to in the
two relationship types R14 and R20.

PG2
GGI

.../...

dJ-c=J::5 ... '.
'.

PG I

3.5.3 Forcing and scope rule
The meta-model can be ímproved by defining the nature of the
inter- grafcets communications. A hierarchy of communication
and a hierarchy identification have been introduced. The
explicit constraints are of a great interest to model the scope
rules between the grafcet elements. The scope is defined as the
ability of object to manipulate another one. In the particular
case of forcing, an action can only force steps belonging to the
same global grafcet. This role can be modelled through an
explicit constraint:

3.5.2 ExternaI variables partition
Each externaI variable is either ao input or an output of the
modelIed system, but never both. This restriction can be
modelIed by two constraints on roles (exclusion and totality)
between the entity type externai variable and the roles it is
linked to in the two relationship types R19 and R20. We can

that an occurrence of externaI variable is an output if it is
Iinked to an occurrence of R20 and is an input if it is linked to
an occurrence of R19.

3.4.3 Inter- global grafcets communication
The other relationship types modelling communication (R19
and R20) concern the externai yariables ; these variables can
appear in the receptivities they condition (the variables are then
inputs of the system) or are modified by the actions (the
variables are then outputs of the system). 'These two
communication ways are modelled through two relationship
types. These relationship types are called inter- global grafcets
communication relationship types. In fact they theoretically
enable the communication between global grafcets through the
modelled system.

3.4.4 Other structures
The other relationship types are defined to enable the
construction of the structures of the connected grafcets and of
the macro-steps, A connected grafcet gathers a set of steps and
transitions (RIS and RI6). A macro-step can be characterised
by the ending step and the beginning step of its expaosion (RI?
and RI8) , a bijection exists between the macro-step and its
expansion.

3.4.2 Inter- connected grafcets and inter- partlal
grafcets communication

By the same, let us defme the inter- connected grafcets links
which communication inechanisms have been studied in
[LHO 93]. A first case describes the conditioning of a
transition by a step belonging to an other connected grafcet
(interpreted parallelism). This kind of communication can be
modelled by a relationship type linking the entity type internai
variable and the entity type receptivity. '

The second case of inter- connected grafcets links is the forcing
command. This important concept enables to define activation
step priorities between partia! grafcets of a same global grafcet.
A forcing commaod has priority on any other evolution rule
and imposes a given situation to the partial grafcet. This
communication is modelled by a relationship type between the
entity type action and the entity type step.

The relationship type R13 is called inter- connected grafcets
communication relationship type and the relationship type R14
is calIed inter- partial grafcets communication relationship
type. We can note that the forcing command links can be
deduced from the occurrences of the relationship type R14
between the partial grafcets by using the established
identification mechanisms.

3.5 Improvement 01ttie semantic 01the
meta-model through constraints

This chapter describes several examples of the use of
constraints (on roles, on relationships and explicit ones) in
order to complete the meta-mode!.

3.5.1 Non isolated transition
A , transition can not be both shaft (no step following) and
source (no step corning before). This rule is modelled by a
totality constraint on roles between the entity type transition
and the roles it is linked to in the two relationship types RI i
and R12. By the same, a step can not be both the beginning
step and the ending step of a same macro-step. In order to
model this rule an exclusion constraint on relationships is

Figure 11. Example of'forcing

The evaluation of the forcing condition leads to:

9t(R2, (9tcRs, {(ST, GGl.PG1.2)}))) ={(GG, GOl)} et
9t(R2, (9t(R5, (9t(R7, {(AC, GGl.PG2.2.FIP0l: (2, 5))}))))) =
{(GG, GOl)}

We can conclude that lhe occurrence of the relationship type
R14 (forcing) between lhe occurrence of the entity type action
FIPGI: (2,5) and the occurrence of the entity type step 2 of the
partial grafcet 1 is allowed (it is the same for the occurrence of
the entity type step 5 of the partial grafcet 1).
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An important work is still to be done, the following
perspectives can be thought of: .

•

5 THANKS

the taking into account of the Grafcet dynamic aspect
(evolution roles)

The object modclling frameworks can thcn provide attractive
soIutions since they alIow to describe from a conceptuaI data
modeI the states of the entity types and the communications
between these entity types .

[AND 94] : C. ANDRE, D. GAFFE. Evénements et conditions
en GRAFCET. Automatic ControlProduction Systems
Review, AFCETIHERMES, vol, 28 n° 4. p. 331-352.
1994. .
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the different interpretations brought by incomplete defmitions.
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for example lhe one of BASE-PTA standard [AFN 96] , can
easily be defined through the entity types modelling behav iour.

Comments on the resulting model3.6

Note:

Every scope role can be modelled with that kind of constraint.
In the framework of a Language Inspired of the Grafcet meta-
modelling [pAU 92], other cases have been studied and
modelled [COU 93] .

4 CONCLUSIONS

The resulting modeI enables to point out every Grafcet object.
It also enabIes to rebuild the topoIogicaI links between the
different objects (links step -transition) and the hierarchícal
links coming from the communication between the different
leveis .

For several years, many works [LES 94], [LHO 94], [COU 97],
for example, have been dedicated to the improvement of the
models representation formalisms used during the design of
production systems. The Grafcet is one of these formalisms .
This paper is an attempt to give better definitions of its
concepts by using meta-modelling techniques.

In fact this work cnabJes to point out some lacks or ambiguities
of the standards on which the work is based (existence of a
transition identification, definition of the step activity variabIe,
scope of the forcing commands, for example) and proposes
some soIutions to fill thcse lacks. Moreover this meta-model
enables to ensure the consistency during any future evoIution
of the ModeI. Every new concept must be integrated to the
existing meta-model,

Conceming the possible appIications the proposed model can
be the base for a data model for a grafcet editor or be used to
design the structure of exchange files between softwares
supporting the activities concerned by the data described in the
meta-modeI,these applications come from the principIes ofthe
integration by means of data [FRA 93], [DID 95], [LAM 95].

Concerning the integrated engineering of production systems
[CHA 96], the Grafcet meta-rnodel can be linked to other
formaIisms (IDEFO, SA-RT, ...) [COU 96], [FAU 96] or to
conceptual data models describing the materialisation of an
application (materiel components, software elements;...). In the
second case a link with a reference modeI of the command part,

The Grafcet syntactical rules (for example the step - transition
. altemation) are checked during the construction ; the partition
of the objects is ensured by the relative identification
mechanisms. The set of the steps and the transitions builds a
partition of a partial grafcet, the set of the partial grafcets
builds a partition of a global grafcet, ...

The notion of partial grafcet has been preferred to the notion of
connected grafcet because of a nowadays perception of the
connected grafcets more topoIogical than structuring described
in the reference books [BOU 92a], [UTE 93]. If the definition
of the connected grafcet notion is given with some more
structuration, as the designer wishes ít, it wouId modify the
rneta-model by introducing one more identification leveI. The
steps, transitions and macro-steps would then have been
identified with regards to the connected grafcet.

Moreover some additional attributes can be thought of in order
to include some Grafcet extensions [BOU 92b] or in the case of
the Languages Inspired of the Grafcet.
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